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Swtor sentinel watchman 6.0

Afaik is gone. Here are some basic information for you: Set Bonus: Descent of the Fearless Tactical: Spiteful Saber. You can use the hidden power before the fight to generate focus and swap back to Spiteful Saber before pulling. Stats: Accuracy 1590, Alacrity 1213, Rest goes to Crit (including Crystals) except for 2 Mastery Relics:
Concentrated Retaliation and Serendipituous Assault for Level 75, for synchronized Content Primeval Fatesealer and Devastating Vengeance Adrenal: Power for 75, Key for synchronized content enhancers: Periodic Intensity Tools (Standard Set): Jedi Enforcer, Stoic, Jedi Crusader, Force Fade, Ardor, Defensive Roll, Fleetfooted,
Contemplation, Intercessor Priorities: 0a. Overload Saber 0b. Refresh Cauterize via Double Saber Throw, Dispatch or Slash 1. Merciless Slash 2. Cauterize (used only once per target due to tactical Saber mimolitu) 3. Force melt 4. Double Saber Throw (only on Proc) 5. Shipping 6. Blade Firewall 7. Slash Focus Generators to make sure
you can use all priority damage skills with cooldown for cooldown: 1. Zealous Strike 2. Stagnation 3. Force Jump 4. Strike Important Notes: Slash/Dispatch have higher priorioty than before 6.0 due to tactical Spiteful Saber. You'll rather focus your cap to make sure you have enough focus for the Slash filler series than use Blade Storm,
which isn't part of the rotation anymore (unless you need 10m skills and nothing else is available) you're using Zen on Cooldown. Before 6.0 you had time for the strongest Saber overload ticks. but we would lose a lot of centering now with frequent uses of Slash, which means more centering is generated. You use Valorous Call for a
cooldown for even more Zens, except mechanics require a series phase soon after it's available. Activate force clarity before using a merciless slash. Standard Opener (no Tactical Shenanigans Swap): Meditate for Full Centering Force Leap + Overload Saber + Zen + Valorous Call Zealous Strike + Inspiration + Force Clarity + Adrenal
Merciless Slash Force Melt Cauterize Blade Barrage Double Saber Throw (per proc) -&gt; Follow Priority Sample parse: Defensive Cooldown Priority: Guarded by Force is your Oh button **- Use it to soften almost everything in the game. Saber Ward is your strongest Def CD standard. Also use as a source to build focus through Jedi
Crusader talent. This will help by using lost slashes as fillers, which is necessary for optiomizing DPS in 6.x. Trancendence if you don't need a speed boost soon. Many mechanics can be used with Foce camouflage (e.g. and find out. You can cheese a lot of mechanics with Blade Dance, but it's always very risky and I advise against it
most of the time. You can still experiment experimenting then if you're in a group of people who don't mind if you f*** things up ;-) In general: The key to good dps is to keep availability on target, which also means that you should intelligently use your 10m ability to maintain dpsing, even if you can't be within 4m range for melee combat:
Double Saber Throw (in this case also without proc), Force Melt, Blade Storm (no rotational ability otherwise), Force Stasis, Blade Dance (not rotating otherwise). Another thing is high APM: You always know in advance what to do next and do it quickly. Bottom line for DPS: Don't die. So don't stand in stupid. Do not die trying dps cheese,
because dead player = zero dps. Don't make healers spend unnecessary resources on you that instead go to the tanks, trying dps cheese. Page 2 Ardarell_Solo 01.26.2020 , 12:57 | #11 I was pvp'ing as a watchman. I liled it more than concentration (read, warzones, not arena). If you take a third-level tool that heals you on every expense
of rage, plus a passive that heals you for 15% dot damage plus faster acquisition of concentration stacks through a first-level tool (increasingly attacked) and using zen more often, you actually heal yourself a lot and are very strong 1 in 1. You can show those concentration guards who are the boss. Interesting thanks for pointing out that
Definitly doesn't pre-explode though. I actually use tactical pve for extra damage to cause as well, its brews, I don't have to constantly run away for my life to cause and respawn. But I have to kill others faster to get targets. I used this primarily to hide to score goals. Fast Transcendence plus Camou allows you to take denove middle target
before enemies reach the node many times for example ... El'ethon - Sentinel &lt;Taking the= jawas= to= alderaan=&gt;Tulak Hord Nemmar 01.26.2020 , 06:23 | #12 Yes, I have the opportunity to do so too. I use a tool that gives transcendence no cost and instead 30 seconds cd. But I realize that with stealth tactical reset and a tool that
gives it to increase speed will be more mobile and sneaky. Just less deadly. It's a choice. I can't have both unfortunately. But it is worth considering that the malicious saber dot ticks will also add to the self-harm on top of the additional damage. Ardarell_Solo 01.26.2020 , 10:37 | #13 but I realize that with stealth tactical reset and a tool that
gives it a speed boost it will be more mobile and sneaky. Just less deadly. It's a choice. I can't have both unfortunately. Exactly. It actually depends on the WZ, which is better. In my old days I had the impression of being sneaky and mobile helped me with more of everything in all, but as I said, I wasn't PvPing enough to say what's best in
the current WZ rotation. In the PvP arena i mobilne nie jest oczywiście droga, aby przejść ... El'ethon - Sentinel &lt;Taking the= jawas= to= alderaan=&gt;Tulak Hord Nemmar 01.26.2020 , 19:36 | #14&lt;/Taking&gt; &lt;/Taking&gt; &lt;/Taking&gt; It actually depends on the WZ, which is better. In my old days I had the impression of being
sneaky and mobile helped me with more of everything in all, but as I said, I wasn't PvPing enough to say what's best in the current WZ rotation. In the arena of PvP sneaky and mobile is obviously not the way to go ... Actually in the arena stealth tactical reset is mandatory because it allows you to get out focused, but I have no idea how
profitable the watchman is in the arena. Most people seem to go focusing on cc resistance (albeit a bit unreliable if you ask me) and crack. Given the current high damage, the meta gives the keeper less chance to flash if the fights are over faster. Funny, because the watchman was supposed to be a pvp spec once in a while.
Ardarell_Solo 01.30.2020 , 03:35 | #15 Returning to PvE, a small note on the gearbox: Two Augments masters I listed actually only make sense in the level of 75 content, namely DXUN Operations and Meridian Flashpoint. Everywhere else mastery is limited and you're actually better off using critical Augments for the same reason you're
using another set of relics out there. So if you want to be lazy and don't switch gear (and you're not doing DXUN Master Mode anytime soon), I suggest going to Critical Augements, Relics of Devastating Vengeance and Primeval Fatesealer and Critical Adrenal. El'ethon - Sentinel &lt;Taking the= jawas= to= alderaan=&gt; Tulak Hord
Mikeieveli 01.31.2020 , 11:17 | #16 in the arena stealth tactical reset is mandatory because it allows you to exit focused, but I have no idea how profitable a watchman is in the arena. Most people seem to go focusing on cc resistance (albeit a bit unreliable if you ask me) and crack. Given the current high damage, the meta gives the
keeper less chance to flash if the fights are over faster. Funny, because the watchman was supposed to be a pvp spec once in a while. Which made the PvP watchman heal himself. Back in the day, you can pop Zen + Medpac + GBtF and heal to full. Plus, if you know how to use other defenses, you can 2v1 quite easily depending on
your competence. I was a Watchman spec from 1.0-2.5, 2.5-4.0 Combat and then in 4.0 I went back to Watchman. I changed only in combat because of the needs of my guild (Improved Trans). I've only played until 4.1 and haven't picked it up back so far. I respec'd for this self heals and dropped Blade Blitz to immobilize immunity to pick
it up. Do I Feel Like Imp Trans and Zealous Judgment? (Pacify Utility) are almost a must have for PvP. Durkheimedes: Fear Purple and Gold Hoth Ski Patrol Pot5 Mikeieveli 01.31.2020 , 11:19 | #17 Tactical: Mischievous Sabre. Where does it come from? With! Durkheimedes: Fear the Purple and Gold Hoth Ski Patrol Pot5 Ardarell_Solo
01.31.2020 , 17:01 | #18 Where does this come from? With! You can purchase it from the Knight Seller in the Fleet (Knight characters only) for 3,000 Technologicznych plus 1 Mio. &lt;/Taking&gt; &lt;/Taking&gt; It also has an increased chance of dropping from day/week crates. But since tactical are so important and you should get used
to their changed style of play early I would advise you to pick it up as the first item from the seller when you have enough technological fragments. El'ethon - Sentinel &lt;Taking the= jawas= to= alderaan=&gt; Tulak Hord New Watchman Sentinel Guide for #SWTOR 6.1 by Dantiko for VULKK.com. Designed for new players to understand
specs, as well as for experienced, better performance seekers. It focuses primarily on PvE, but includes PvP elements as well as theWatchman Sentinel Guide for SWTOR 6.0. Designed for new players to understand the specs, as well as for experienced, looking for better performance! Seiten, die von der Seite mit Gefällt mir markiert
wurden161 gefällt dasWelcome on Facebook Page of FibroJedi! Here you can find updates of the status of the long form, the game ... Star Wars Revanchist Academy5.036 gefällt dasExist there is no good without evil, but evil can not develop. There is passion, but... 5.709 gefällt dasDaily Story-driven gaming videos. Interesting
cutscenes, important choices and everything else worth... 10.992 gefällt daswww.powerpyx.com offers high quality video guides and helpful strategies for the latest games.1.057 gefällt dasA memes site dedicated to MMO we all love. Mehr ansehen92 gefällt dasGreetings, little green friends! I like to meet my little community on Twitch.
Join me on... 4.940 gefällt dasGaming news, opinions and discussions both here and on YouTube. 4.563 gefällt dasGosuNoob.com is a product of our need to share the game strategies and tips we discover with the gaming community.91 gefällt dasMMO Bits is an mmo gaming website containing content primarily intended for Star Wars
The Old... 30.696 gefällt das Professional over-analyzer making fun/educational videos about historical weapons and armor,... 428.012 gefällt dasEveryone your favorite WoW site, providing all the information about Shadowlands, Classic, Quests, Class,... 3.650 gefällt dasCommunity Manager (prev AoE2 HD), Professional Caster, Twitch
Partner, &amp; YouTube Partner ... 5.759 gefällt dasOfficial Facebook Page WoWProgress913 gefällt dasInnovSurvivalist is a project focused on #Fallout76 content such as news, reviews, complete guides,... 12.179 games gefällt dasVideo, Esports, Nerd. I smile a lot. I play games and I do video content, live on Twitch and
youTube1.848 gefällt dasKnown to explore rare systems like Nintendo 64 Disk Drive, Zelda Beta Questing, game reviews ... ... &lt;/Taking&gt;
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